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ABOUT THE KROGER
Fact Book

This Fact Book provides certain financial and
operating information about The Kroger Co.
(Kroger®) and its consolidated subsidiaries.
It is intended to provide general information
about Kroger and therefore does not include
the Company’s consolidated financial
statements and notes. On January 22, 2003,
the SEC issued release No. 33-8176 that
set forth new requirements relating to the
disclosure of non-GAAP financial measures, as
defined in the release. The release allows for
presentation of certain non-GAAP financial
measures provided that the measures are
reconciled to the most directly comparable
GAAP financial measure. Any non-GAAP
financial measure discussed in this Fact Book
complies with this requirement. More detailed
financial information can be found in Kroger’s
filings with the SEC.
This Fact Book contains ‘‘forward-looking
statements’’ within the meaning of the safe
harbor provisions of the United States Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 about
future performance of Kroger, including with
respect to Kroger’s ability to achieve shortand long-term sales and earnings goals,
sustainable long-term shareholder value,
ability to execute on our growth strategy and
business plan, ability to execute on Restock
Kroger, ability to increase dividends, ability
to grow market share, and ability to develop
new brands and implement new technologies,
among other statements. These statements
are based on management’s assumptions and
beliefs in light of the information currently
available to it. These statements are indicated
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by words such as ‘‘achieve,’’ ‘‘believe,’’
‘‘committed,’’ ‘‘continue,’’ ‘‘deliver,’’ ‘‘effect,’’
‘‘future,’’ ‘‘growth,’’ ‘‘imperative,’’ ‘‘may, ‘‘plan,’’
‘‘reinventing;’’ ‘‘result,’’ ‘‘strategy,’’ ‘‘strong,’’
‘‘sustainable,’’ ‘‘transform,’’ ‘‘trend,’’ ‘‘vision,’’ and
‘‘will,’’ as well as similar words or phrases. These
statements are subject to known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other important factors
that could cause actual results and outcomes
to differ materially from those contained in the
forward-looking statements. These include the
specific risk factors identified in ‘‘Risk Factors’’
and ‘‘Outlook’’ in Kroger’s Annual Report on
Form 10-K and any subsequent filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
Our ability to achieve sales, earnings,
incremental FIFO operating profit, and free
cash flow goals may be affected by: labor
negotiations or disputes; changes in the types
and numbers of businesses that compete with
us; pricing and promotional activities of existing
and new competitors, including non-traditional
competitors, and the aggressiveness of that
competition; Our response to these actions;
the state of the economy, including interest
rates, the inflationary and deflationary trends
in certain commodities, changes in tariffs, and
the unemployment rate; the effect that fuel
costs have on consumer spending; volatility of
fuel margins; changes in government-funded
benefit programs; manufacturing commodity
costs; diesel fuel costs related to our logistics
operations; trends in consumer spending;
the extent to which our customers exercise
caution in their purchasing in response to
economic conditions; the uncertain pace of

economic growth; changes in inflation or
deflation in product and operating costs; stock
repurchases; our ability to retain pharmacy
sales from third party payors; consolidation in
the healthcare industry, including pharmacy
benefit managers; our ability to negotiate
modifications to multi-employer pension
plans; natural disasters or adverse weather
conditions; the potential costs and risks
associated with potential cyber-attacks or
data security breaches; the success of our
future growth plans; the ability to execute on
Restock Kroger; and the successful integration
of merged companies and new partnerships.
Our ability to achieve these goals may also be
affected by our ability to manage the factors
identified above. Our ability to execute our
financial strategy may be affected by our
ability to generate cash flow.
Kroger believes that the information contained
in this Fact Book is correct in all material
respects as of May 2020 or such earlier date
as indicated. However, such information is
subject to change. Unless otherwise noted,
reference to “years” is to Kroger’s fiscal years.
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Kroger at a Glance
Headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, The Kroger
Co. is one of the largest retailers in the United
States based on annual sales, holding the #23
ranking on the Fortune 100 list published in
May 2020. Total company annual sales totaled
$122.3 billion for fiscal year 2019.
Kroger was founded in 1883 and incorporated
in 1902. Throughout its rich history, Kroger
has served as an innovator and a pioneer in
the food retail industry. In the early 1900’s,
Barney Kroger became the first grocer in
the country to establish his own bakeries.
Shortly after that he was also the first to sell
meats and groceries under one roof. During
the 1930s, Kroger was the first grocery chain
to routinely monitor product quality and
scientifically test food. We have demonstrated
a long-standing commitment to food safety
and quality. Technology has also played a
significant role in Kroger’s growth. In 1972,
Kroger became the first grocery retailer in
America to test an electronic scanner, reducing
the customer wait time for check out and
improving accuracy. Kroger has continued to
use technology to better serve our customers
and developed QueVision, an innovative
faster checkout program that has reduced the
time customers wait in line to check out. We
continue to innovate internally and via external
partnerships with industry leaders.
Mergers have also played a key role in
Kroger’s growth over the years. In 1983,
Kroger merged with Dillon Companies Inc. in
Kansas to become a coast-to-coast operator
of food, drug and convenience stores. The
biggest merger in Kroger’s history came in
1999 when Kroger merged with Fred Meyer to
create a supermarket chain with the broadest
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019

geographic coverage and widest variety of
formats in the food retailing industry. The
merger also enabled Kroger to generate
significant economies of scale in purchasing,
manufacturing, information systems and
logistics. In 2014, Kroger finalized its merger
with Harris Teeter bringing an exceptional
brand and a complementary base of stores
in high growth markets. Later in the year,
Kroger merged with Vitacost.com, one of
the largest pure e-commerce companies in
the nutrition and healthy living market. This
merger accelerated Kroger’s entry into the
e-commerce space by several years, bringing
the ability to serve customers through shipto-home orders and expanding Kroger’s reach
to all 50 states. In 2015, Kroger finalized a
merger with Roundy’s bringing an expanded
footprint and innovative store format within
the Wisconsin and the Chicagoland areas
under multiple banners to the Kroger family of
companies.
Our business today looks very different than
it did over 130 years ago when Barney Kroger
first opened his doors but the business
principles that made the first Kroger store
successful in 1883 – service, selection, value
and our commitment to our customers–
continues to guide the company’s operations.
Our growth, innovation, partnerships and
evolving business are aimed at satisfying the
needs of our customers. “Be particular. Never
sell anything you would not want yourself”
was the motto Barney Kroger ran his business
with over 100 years ago and remains a guiding
principle to the way we run our business today
in an everchanging environment.
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As of February 1, 2020, Kroger operated,
either directly or through its subsidiaries,
2,757 supermarkets under a variety of local
banner names, of which 2,270 had pharmacies
and 1,567 had fuel centers. We offer Pickup
(formerly referred to as ClickList®) and Harris
Teeter ExpressLane®— personalized, order
online, pick up at the store services — at 1,989
of our supermarkets and provide home delivery
services. Approximately 54% of supermarkets
were operated in Company-owned facilities,
including some Company-owned buildings
on leased land. Approximately 31% of Our
Brands units and 42% of the grocery category
Our Brands units sold in our supermarkets are
produced in our food production plants; the
remaining Our Brands items are produced to our
strict specifications by outside manufacturers.
As of February 1, 2020, we operated 35 food
production plants. These plants consisted of
16 dairies, 9 deli or bakery plants, 5 grocery
product plants, 2 beverage plants, 2 cheese
plants, and 1 meat plant. All of the company’s
operations are domestic. The following table
presents sales revenue by type of product for
the year-ended February 1, 2020.
In the fall of 2017, the Company launched
Restock Kroger at its annual Investor
Conference. Restock Kroger has four main
pillars, which together create shareholder value
and allow us to better serve America through
food inspiration and uplift. These pillars are:

The Kroger Co.

Amount

% of
Revenue

Non-Perishable (1)(4)

$61,464

50.3%

Fresh (2)(4)

$29,452

24.1%

Supermarket Fuel

$14,052

11.5%

Pharmacy (4)

$11,015

9.0%

Other

$6,303

5.1%

$122,286

100%

(3)(4)(5)

Total Sales
1.

Consists primarily of grocery, general merchandise, health
and beauty care and natural foods.

2.

Consists primarily of produce, floral, meat, seafood, deli,
bakery and fresh prepared.

3.

Consists primarily of sales related to food production
plants to outside parties, data analytic services, third
party media revenue, other consolidated entities, specialty
pharmacy, in-store health clinics, digital coupon services,
and other online sales not included in the categories above

4.

Digital sales, primarily including Pickup, Delivery, and
pharmacy e-commerce sales grew approximately 29% in
2019. These sales are included in non-perishable, fresh,
pharmacy and other line items above

5.

Products and services related primarily to Kroger Personal
Finance® and Media, which were historically accounted
for as an offset to OG&A, are classified as a component
of sales as of the beginning of fiscal year 2019, except
for certain amounts in Media which were netted against
merchandising.

• REDEFINE THE GROCERY
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
• EXPAND PARTNERSHIPS TO CREATE
CUSTOMER VALUE
• DEVELOP TALENT
• LIVE OUR PURPOSE
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Letter to Shareholders
Fellow Shareholders:
THE FOOD INDUSTRY IS SPECIAL.

It is a sentiment I have expressed more times than I can count – often on the pages of this annual
letter. It is something I deeply believe.
More importantly, it is a sentiment that has taken on new and magnified meaning as we confront the
greatest health threat to our global community in 100 years.
As I write this letter, the pandemic curve in the U.S. has not yet hit its apex. We feel for those in
America and around the world who have been affected by the disease and economic disruption.
There is much we still do not know. How long will it last? How many lives will be lost or irreversibly
changed? What will be the economic impact?
What we have learned in this uncertain time is that, now more than ever, purpose matters.
At Kroger, our purpose is To Feed the Human Spirit.
Purpose has been the guidepost for every decision we have made during this crisis. Our aim has been
to focus on our most urgent priority, to provide a safe environment for associates and customers,
with our responsibility and obligation to communities to provide open stores, comprehensive digital
solutions and an efficiently-operating supply chain so that our customers always have access to fresh,
affordable food and essentials.
Kroger has taken extensive measures across our businesses to safeguard associates and customers
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
In addition to activating a coronavirus task force in February to prepare for the approaching pandemic,
we have closely monitored the impact of the pandemic on food retail across global markets. I have
been in regular contact with food retail CEOs in other countries, including Italy, Singapore, China and
Australia – all of which are ahead of the U.S. in terms of the pandemic cycling through their countries.
I am grateful to this generous network of grocery leaders because our company has benefited from
their earlier experiences, which helped us anticipate the steps we needed to take to provide a safe
environment in our stores, distribution centers, food manufacturing plants and offices.
Of course, our associates are the true heroes of this story. In recognition of their incredible and selfless
commitment to our customers while serving as essential personnel, we provided special bonuses,
including $2 premium pay for frontline associates; we established new paid emergency leave
guidelines; and, as of early May, Kroger has hired more than 80,000 new associates to help share the
load and serve our communities during the pandemic.
Safety is not only our priority in this crisis, it is one of our core values. We enhanced daily sanitation
practices in all our facilities. In stores, this includes cleaning commonly used areas more often like
cashier stations, self-checkouts, credit card terminals, food service counters, shelves and restrooms.
We are providing protective masks and gloves, and we installed plexiglass partitions at check lanes,
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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pharmacy and Starbucks registers across the enterprise. We added signs and floor decals to promote
physical distancing at check lanes and other counters, and adjusted store operating hours to allow
more time for our associates to rest, clean and replenish inventory.
Because of these steps, Kroger has remained a constant for our associates, customers and communities
when they needed us most. And, many of the investments we are making to address today’s urgent
needs are also strengthening our foundation for the future.
Our vision is to serve America through food inspiration and uplift, and we will continue to serve,
inspire and uplift America.
As an essential business operating nearly 2,800 grocery stores, 35 manufacturing plants and 44
distribution centers across the country, we have learned an incredible amount from keeping our
stores, supply chain and food production plants operating safely during the pandemic. We are sharing
our best practices and procedures with other retailers, restaurants, manufacturers and logistics
companies as they take steps to responsibly reopen and get our economy working again. You can
find these open-source materials at KrogerBlueprint.com.
Kroger’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates that when a company is clear on its
purpose, values, and vision, we can navigate through any challenge together. I am confident we will
emerge from this crisis even stronger.

Year Two of Restock Kroger – 2019 in Review
We embarked on the Restock Kroger journey in 2018. We have been making strategic investments
to both deliver more value for our customers today and to build long-term loyalty. This includes
investments in quality products and freshness, talent, pricing, and personalized rewards that will
expand our competitive moats versus our competitors. Fueling these investments are significant cost
savings of over $1 billion in each of the past two years.
Restock Kroger is repositioning our business in four main areas – Redefine the Grocery Customer
Experience, Partner for Customer Value, Develop Talent and Live our Purpose. I’ll outline our progress
in each of these areas below. The outcome of our focus on these drivers is Shareholder Value Creation.
At Kroger we have an aspiration to deliver consistently strong and attractive total shareholder return,
or TSR, year over year.
“TSR” isn’t language we’ve traditionally used. Our focus for the last two years, and in 2020, is on
Restock Kroger and transforming our business model. Moving forward you will hear us increasingly
talk about TSR – which is a combination of business growth, free cash flow and dividend. At the heart
of Kroger’s TSR is our strategic capital deployment.
Our model for a strong and durable retail supermarket business begins with the customer and
our obsession with increasing customer loyalty. We continue to generate strong and durable free
cash flow as reflected by the fact that the company reduced debt by $1.1 billion in fiscal 2019 and
continued to increase the dividend to create value for shareholders. In total, we returned $951 million
to shareholders in 2019. Our confidence that we can deliver even stronger TSR in the future is guided
by our strong free cash flow as well as sustainable net earnings growth.
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Redefine the Grocery Customer Experience
Our disciplined focus on execution and continued improvements in the value and experience we
deliver for customers will drive identical sales growth across our store and digital ecosystem.
We are enhancing the customer connection by making investments to widen and deepen our
competitive moats of today – which are product freshness and quality, Our Brands, and personalized
rewards – and our competitive moat of tomorrow, the seamless ecosystem we are building.

Competitive Moats – Fresh
Fresh is a sales driver for Kroger. Our Fresh departments drive trips, loyalty and gross margin. Our
product standards, selection criteria and supply chain are core strengths and are built to deliver first
to market and best of the season fresh products across the United States. We want to be known by
our customers for providing fresh, affordable food that tastes amazing.
We debuted Kroger’s brand transformation campaign, Fresh for Everyone, celebrating our food-first
culture and exciting history as America’s favorite grocer. The campaign has been well received and
is driving significant improvements in marketing effectiveness. It is also driving more trips to our
seamless ecosystem in-store and online.

Our Brands
One of many ways we demonstrate our passion for food is through Kroger’s best in class Our Brands
portfolio. While many grocers offer private-label products, Our Brands is a real differentiator for
Kroger. Customers tell us through blind taste tests that Our Brands quality is better than not only
competitor private label products, but many leading national brands as well. 2019 was Our Brands’
best year ever, exceeding $23.1 billion in sales. We also introduced 758 new Our Brands items in 2019,
which helped drive strong year-over-year sales lift across our portfolio of brands. Since its launch in
2013, Simple Truth has become the leading natural and organic brand in the country, with annual sales
exceeding $2.5 billion in 2019.
The Private Selection brand eclipsed $2 billion in sales for the first time. The Kroger brand exceeded
$13.7 billion in sales, capitalizing on product development around key consumer trends like global and
regional flavors.

Personalization
Data and personalization are competitive moats for Kroger. Many retailers have transactional data,
but none have the customer data and the insights to make meaningful suggestions to their customers,
like Kroger.
Data has long been a differentiator for The Kroger Co., through our loyalty proposition, which covers
over 90% of all transactions. We have rich customer data, and knowledge of their aggregated shopping
history allows us to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of how we operate our stores. It also
ensures that the experience is as local and personal as possible. Data and personalization permeate all
aspects of the business, from ensuring we carry the most relevant products in stores, to personalizing
‘start my cart’ through the seamless digital experience, to powering our alternative profit businesses.
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Seamless Ecosystem
Kroger continues to invest in digital as we build a seamless ecosystem that combines the best of
the physical store experience with the digital customer experience for our customers. We know our
customers value the greater convenience and personalization this provides, and our data shows it is
an essential component of growing overall loyalty as customers continue to turn to Kroger’s seamless
experience to meet their needs. Seamless has been a huge help in the current environment, enabling
customers to shop in the way they prefer and feel most comfortable.
We will continue to invest to make a world-class seamless experience available to our customers. We
are well-positioned because several of our grocery competitors are not taking these steps today.

Partner for Customer Value
We continue to collaborate with icons like Microsoft and Walgreens, and innovators like Ocado, in
order to enhance the customer experience and do things together that neither of us can do alone.
We continued to roll out Ocado facilities in the U.S., designing a flexible distribution network that
combines store locations with both medium- and large-sized facilities. We know Ocado’s value is not
just its current capabilities, but also in how quickly they innovate to serve a rapidly developing online
consumer market. What is really exciting about Ocado is that their model to deliver to customers is
significantly less costly than our existing model. Not only will facilities accelerate our ability to provide
customers with a seamless, more convenient experience, they will also help us do it in a much more
cost-effective way.
Additionally, Kroger’s asset light, margin rich alternative profit streams are delivering as expected and
have ample runway ahead. Our diversified portfolio of alternative profit stream businesses contributed
an incremental operating profit of more than $100 million in 2019. Kroger Precision Marketing (KPM)
and Kroger Personal Finance continue to be the primary drivers of growth. Brands continue to invest
in KPM because we close the loop between media exposure and store and digital sales to make brand
advertising more addressable, actionable, and accountable.

Develop Talent
Associates expect more from companies today than ever before and we support them in a variety of
ways, including investments in wages, training and development.
Investments in associate wages increased Kroger’s average hourly wage to $15 an hour in 2019, putting
more money in their pockets. When comprehensive benefits are factored in, the average associate
hourly rate is over $20, with benefits that many of our competitors don’t offer.
Feed Your Future, our industry-leading education assistance program, continues to build momentum.
Among all the participants, more than 87 percent are hourly store associates. Since inception of the
program last year, we’ve distributed over 5,000 awards – that means 5,000 more associates have
taken steps to secure a more prosperous future for themselves, their families and their communities
through continued education.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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We are working hard to ensure we have the right talent, teams, and structure in the right focus areas
in our core supermarket business and our alternative profit businesses. Our focus is on developing,
training and promoting internal talent, while simultaneously hiring seasoned food industry executives
to drive our retail supermarket business.

Live Our Purpose
Increasingly, customers, associates and investors are choosing to shop with, work for, and invest in
companies that are purpose driven and are actively making the world a better place.
As I noted at the start of this letter, purpose matters now more than ever – but this was true before the
COVID-19 pandemic. We applauded the Business Roundtable’s announcement last year acknowledging
that businesses have a responsibility to be a positive influence on society. Kroger has always strived to
be a trusted partner in our communities while delivering growth for our shareholders.
During the initial weeks of the pandemic, The Kroger Co. Zero Hunger | Zero Waste Foundation
deployed more than $7 million in hunger-relief resources to communities disproportionately impacted
by the coronavirus pandemic. This included support to nonprofit partners Feeding America and No
Kid Hungry. The funding not only supported local food banks nationwide, but also funded initiatives
that ensure children, whose schools were closed, still had access to nutritious meals.
Over the last three years, we have provided over 1 billion meals, exceeding our goal. Last year alone, we
donated nearly 500 million meals for food insecure families in our communities. We are grateful for the
role shareholders played last year as we donated a meal for every vote, and we will do the same this year.
We are also making it easy for customers to support The Kroger Co. Zero Hunger | Zero Waste Foundation’s
mission to create communities free of hunger and waste by providing options to roundup their purchases to the
nearest dollar at every self-checkout lane in America or donate online at ZeroHungerZeroWasteFoundation.
org.
We are animated by purpose, and our customers want to know it and see it. For example, we’ve found
that when customers are aware of our Zero Hunger | Zero Waste social impact platform, they rank our
reputation among the best in the world.
For 137 years, Kroger has risen to meet many challenges. We’ve always held strong through the hard times
and emerged stronger, better, and with renewed resolve.
We have challenges ahead, but we’re in this together – and I have never been more confident in our future.
Sincerely,

Rodney McMullen
Chairman and CEO

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Restock Kroger
PURPOSE: Feed the Human Spirit
VISION: Serving America through food inspiration and uplift

REDEFINE GROCERY CX

Redefine
• Our Brands
had its best year ever growing to reach a record 30.5% unit share
CX 1,022 new items in 2018
in Q4Grocery
and introducing
• Simple Truth led the way with 15.3% sales growth and is now a $2.3B brand
• Digital sales grew 58% and seamless coverage expanded to reach 91% of our custom
• Identical sales, without fuel, grew 1.8% in 2018
Partner for
Customer Value

Capital
PARTNER FOR CUSTOMER
VALUE

Deployment
• Achieved year one $1B cost savings
goal
Develop
• Introduced partnerships with Tmall, Home Chef, Microsoft, Nuro, Ocado and Walgre
Talentprofit streams including Kroger Personal Finance and Media beat
• Alternative
operating profit goals

Live
Our Purpose
DEVELOP
TALENT

Create
Shareholder
Value

• Launched industry leading educational assistance program Feed Your Future 81% of recipients are hourly associates
• Retention rates improved double digits in the tightest labor market
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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• Continued to invest in our associates, $500M over Restock Kroger

Redefine the
Customer Experience
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Data and Personalization
Data and science are at the core of our business.
We are able to capture 97% of transactions
on our customer loyalty card. Our ability to
capture shopping behavior data and combine
it with advanced data science capabilities to
understand our customers better than anyone
sets us apart from the competition. Using a
sophisticated proprietary suite of tools and
technology, we turn the customer data into
actionable knowledge. We put the customer at
the center of everything that we do, resulting
in a more dynamic, informed and personal
approach to driving customer loyalty. We
continue to see incredible effectiveness and
efficiency from a focus on loyal customers and
investing in their satisfaction. We also leverage
our data to optimize key activities including
store ordering, labor management, equipment
maintenance, energy efficiency and more.

60 Million
Household Analyzed
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019

4 Billion
Transactions Analyzed

10 Petabytes
Customer Data
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By combining transaction data, customer
supplied information, as well as publicly
available data, we can provide personalized
experiences for each customer. Each year, we
distribute approximately 1.6 billion coupons
that resonate with our customers and continue
to increase engagement. We see a redemption
rate significantly higher than the national
average. These personalized experiences make
customers feel appreciated and inspired and
allow us to gain both their loyalty and trust.
Kroger cultivates a customer first relationship
and activates multiple touch points to provide
the right content and the right products, all
when, where and at the value our customers
want. With new science and insight, we create
increasingly personalized experiences through
relevant communication and meaningful
rewards that make our customers’ lives easier.

THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS
ABLE TO RECEIVE THESE
COMMUNICATIONS INCREASED
OVER 15% IN 2019 FROM PRIOR
YEAR.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Our Brands

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019

$23.1B

$22

$20

BILLIONS

Our Brands products play an important
role in our merchandising strategy. Our
supermarkets, on average, stock over 16,000
private label items. Our Brands products are
primarily produced and sold in three “tiers.”
Private Selection® is one of our premium
quality brands, offering customers culinary
foods and ingredients that deliver amazing
eating experiences. The Kroger® brand, which
represents the majority of our private label
items, is designed to consistently satisfy
and delight customers with quality products
that exceed or meet the national brand in
taste and efficacy, as well as with unique
and differentiated products In addition, we
continue to grow natural and organic Our
Brands offerings with Simple Truth® and
Simple Truth Organic®. Both Simple Truth and
Simple Truth Organic are free from a defined
list of artificial ingredients that customers have
told us they do not want in their food, and
the Simple Truth Organic products are USDA
certified organic. Simple Truth also offers the
most Fair Trade Certified™ products of any
single private brand in the country, according
to Fair Trade USA.

Our Brands Sales
$24

$18

$16

$14

2011

2019

Our Brands remains a strategic lever to
drive customer engagement and loyalty. Our
customers tell us that the quality of Our Brands
is a key factor in delivering a better shopping
experience. Our portfolio of brands delivered
its best year ever in 2019, exceeding $23.1
billion in sales. Since its launch in 2013, Simple
Truth has become one of the leading natural
and organic brands in the country with annual
sales exceeding $2.5 billion. In 2019, Private
Selection achieved a sales milestone eclipsing
$2B in sales for the first time. Kroger Brand,
the most loved brand sold in our stores, also
delivered strong year-over-year growth

Key drivers of delivering strong year-over-year
growth in 2019 were the launches of both,
new items and new platforms. We introduced
over 750 new Our Brands items throughout
the year, including Private Selection Sesame
Ginger Turkey Jerky, Simple Truth Artisan
Bread and Kroger Edible Cookie Dough. One
of our most impactful platform launches was
Simple Truth Plant Based. Identifying plantbased foods as a key trend well before 2019,
Our Brands introduced 39 new plant-based
products including Emerge Grinds and Patties.
In 2019, Kroger Brand launched Unicorn Swirl
Ice Cream which quickly rose to one of the
most popular ice cream flavors selling more
than 1 million units in its first year, an Our
Brands ice cream record.
As we look to the future, Our Brands will
continue to leverage our best-in-class trend
mapping to develop innovative new products,
brands and flavors that excite and entice
customers, while driving Kroger’s reputation
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Fresh for Everyone
“Fresh for Everyone” is focused on making fresh food available in one
place. We will meet our customers where they are - whether they like to
cook, don’t know how to cook or don’t have time to cook by focusing
on these main drivers: quality standards, fresh meal concepts, and
fresh innovation.

Quality Standards

We continue to work with partners to innovate ways to bring
increased freshness to our customers. During 2019 we announced our
partnership with Apeel Science, focusing on improving the quality and
shelf life of fresh produce – including avocados, limes and asparagus.
In addition, Kroger is also the only retailer to guarantee a 10-day shelf
life on fresh milk due to our vertically integrated dairy supply chain.

Fresh Meal Concepts

Home Chef® allows us to provide meal kits to customers doors as well
as offer a selection of “Ready to Cook” and “Ready to Eat” options
for our customers within our stores. In 2019, we expanded the Home
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Chef assortment from 958 stores to 2,169 stores and are seeing double-digit
growth in the Fresh Meal category.

Fresh Innovation

We continuously look for opportunities to improve assortment, strengthen
quality and provide service and convenience based on our customers
feedback. Kroger has several activities in test including in-store produce
growing with our partner In-Farm, food halls and restaurants, and food as
medicine.

Fresh for Everyone Campaign

In conjunction with our renewed focus on Fresh for Everyone, we launched
our Fresh for Everyone marketing campaign in order to break through
the sea of sameness within grocery advertising. Our animation creates
production efficiency, especially in a world where we need an exponential
amount of content for digital and addressable marketing. It is also driving
more trips to our seamless ecosystem both in-store and online.
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Health and Wellness
Kroger’s Health & Wellness business is guided
by a vision of: Helping People Live Healthier
Lives. As the country’s largest food retailer,
we recognize both, our ability and our
responsibility to offer healthy product choices
and services for the more than eleven million
customers we serve each day. We believe in
the preventative power of food.
Wellness Your Way is Kroger’s platform for
communicating our health and nutrition
offerings including our pharmacies and health
clinics, nutrition and exercise information, and
over-the-counter resources. Wellness Your
Way, reflects our commitment to offering
health solutions for diverse customers and
needs. Through Our Brands and National
Brand products, we provide a wide, varied
assortment of products that meet many
different lifestyles — including those focused
on eating healthier options. Using the
nationally recognized nutrient profiling system
underlying our OptUP app, we have a useful
definition of healthy products that helps guide
our product development, product assortment
and ultimately customer choices.
OptUP® is an innovative app that scores
shoppers’ food purchases with Kroger for
nutritional value. Based on purchases, OptUP
then, offers better-for-you options and delivers
a metric for tracking improved nutrition over
time. Our scores are based on a nationally
recognized nutrient profiling system that’s
been enhanced by our team of Registered
Dietitians. This system helps summarize the
information on nutrition labels, making it easy
to compare similar products and find betterfor-you options. Users see recommendations
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based on what they already buy, and the
household dashboard will let customers track
progress and nutritional changes over time.
The Little Clinic® operates in nine states inside
select Kroger, Dillons, Fry’s Food Stores, Jay
C and King Soopers stores. The Little Clinic is
uniquely positioned to make routine care more
convenient, accessible, and affordable. As of
2019, The Little Clinic continues to maintain
The Joint Commission Gold Seal of Approval™
by demonstrating continuous compliance
with its nationally recognized standards. The
Little Clinic is one of only two retail clinic
organizations that earned accreditation by
The Joint Commission. In 2019, The Little Clinic
operated over 220 clinics and had more than
1.6 million visits.

Fuel
Fuel is another way we offer our customers
additional value within the Kroger ecosystem
via our 1,567 fuel centers. Our loyal customers
received hundreds of millions of dollars in fuel
rewards in 2019 in the form of price discounts at
the pump. Approximately, 10 million customers
engage with Kroger fuel rewards each month
and 83% of our loyal households engaged with
our fuel reward program in 2019.
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Manufacturing

Dairy

Kroger Manufacturing is made up of 35
facilities. Our manufacturing plants produce
breads, dairy products, meat and thousands
of other grocery items. By manufacturing our
own products, we lower our costs and pass the
savings on to our customers. We invest both,
in process improvements and automation and
we constantly monitor our costs versus that
of third parties to assure we are delivering
high quality products at a competitive price.
Additionally, we look for new products to bring
in house to lower costs to our customers.

Kroger’s 16 dairies produce all varieties of fluid
milk, orange juice, cultured products such as
yogurt and cottage cheese, ice cream, novelty
treats and non-carbonated beverages. In all of
our markets, our Banner Brand milk is the “national brand” for most customers. Kroger also
operates two cheese plants, which produce a
variety of natural and processed cheeses for our
supermarkets.

APPROXIMATELY 33% OF
THE OUR BRANDS UNITS
SOLD IN OUR STORES ARE
PRODUCED IN OUR 35
MANUFACTURING PLANTS.
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On April 29, 2019, we finalized the sale of Turkey
Hill Dairy business to Peak Rock Capital with the
intention to utilize after-tax proceeds to reduce
debt.

Deli/Bakery
Five Kroger bakeries supply bread, cakes,
donuts, cookies, bagels, muffins, crackers,
snacks, and rolls to Kroger retail stores and
outside customers. Two frozen dough plants
in Bowling Green, KY, and Salt Lake City, UT,
supply frozen cakes and dough to our retail
stores. Two Deli plants in Greensburg, IN, and
Kenosha, WI, produce a wide variety of deli
salads, soups, and side dishes.
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Grocery
Grocery products, beverages, and water are produced in Kroger’s five grocery and two beverage plants. Our Brands grocery items include pet foods, sugarbased products like drink mixes, hot cereal, coffee, spices, salad dressings and peanut butter. Beverages include Kroger’s Big K® soft drink line.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Manufacturing Facilities

TYPE OF
MANUFACTURING
PLANT

BAKERY
DAIRY
GROCERY

Dairy

Centennial Farms Dairy, GA
Compton Creamery, CA
Crossroad Farms Dairy, IN
Heritage Farms Dairy, TN
Hunter Farms Dairy, NC
Jackson Dairy, KS
Layton Dairy, UT
Michigan Dairy, MI
Mountain View Foods, CO
Pace Dairy, MN
Pace Dairy of Indiana, IN
Riverside Creamery, CA
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Deli/Bakery
Swan Island Dairy, OR
Tamarack Farms Dairy, OH
Tolleson Dairy, AZ
Vandervoort Dairy, TX
Westover Dairy, VA
Winchester Farms Dairy, KY

Anderson Bakery, SC
Clackamas Bakery, OR
Country Oven Bakery, KY
Indianapolis Bakery, IN
KB Specialty Foods, IN
King Soopers Bakery, CO
La Habra Bakery, CA
Layton Dough, UT
RCK Foods, WI

Grocery

Meat

America’s Beverage, TX
Ledbetter Meat, CO
Delight Products, TN
Kenlake Foods, KY
Pontiac Foods, SC
Springdale Ice Cream & Beverage, OH
State Avenue, OH
Tara Foods, GA
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Digital
We know customer expectations and
behaviors are rapidly changing and Digital
is evolving to meet those needs whenever
and wherever; in-store or online. Our vision
is to offer a seamless shopping experience
for our customers no matter where they are,
serving America through food inspiration and
uplift. We are constantly building on our three
strategic pillars of being available, accessible,
and relevant.

IN 2019, DIGITAL SALES GREW
29% WITH THE GROCERY
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
GROWTH RATE OUTPACING
THE OVERALL DIGITAL SALES
GROWTH RATE. WE EXPANDED
OUR PICKUP TO 1,989
LOCATIONS AND DELIVERY TO
2,385 LOCATIONS, COVERING
97% OF KROGER HOUSEHOLDS.

of mind and share of wallet ultimately play a
key role in helping drive the overall success of
Kroger.
As part of our mission to bring new customer
experiences to life, we are establishing
partnerships with various companies here in
the US and abroad. Most importantly, none
of these partnerships are single-purpose and
are all interconnected with each other and our
core assets.

Digital is continuing to work towards our
vision of a seamless, omnichannel experience.
At the heart of that is building a reliable and
stable platform that will allow us to keep our
customer promise and serve their routine,
immediate, and extended aisle grocery needs.
Our customers’ adoption of these new and
enhanced offerings is fast paced. This is
reflected in how quickly customers are adopting
our services and how much they appreciate
the simplification of the experiences we put
in front of them. They are rewarding us with
their loyalty and engagement. We are winning
their share of heart and mind and becoming a
daily destination for our customers. That share
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Smart Pricing
Kroger continues to make investments in
price in areas that are most meaningful to our
customers. Our rich customer data allows us to
personalize offers to our customers.

SINCE STARTING OUR PRICING
JOURNEY IN 2000, KROGER HAS
INVESTED OVER $4.5 BILLION
IN PRICES.
Our goal is to take price off the table for our
customers when deciding where to shop.
Kroger’s strategy is not to be the low-price
leader. Instead, we view price as one key factor
in driving Kroger’s overall customer value
proposition. Our pricing strategy is based on
three core pillars designed to ensure that we
will not lose due to price including: fair and
consistent everyday pricing, great feature
pricing on core items to surprise and delight
and loyal customer rewards, including fuel,
best customer rewards, digital coupons and
Kroger Personal Finance® rewards.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Partner for Customer Value
A big driver of Restock Kroger is partnering
to create customer value. We will leverage
our unique set of assets to drive the
profitability through alternative profit
streams while also taking costs out of the
system. Kroger delivered over $1 billion
in cost savings in 2019 on top of the $1
billion delivered in 2018 through improved
productivity and automation, elimination of
waste, improved sourcing for goods for sale
and goods not for resale and administrative
efficiencies.
We believe partnerships will continue to play
an important role in accelerating Kroger’s
food ecosystem and provide further growth
opportunities for Kroger. We expect these
relationships to build on capabilities that
deliver on important elements of our
strategy.

Infrastructure &
Technology Upgrades
Providing a full, fresh, and friendly customer
experience remained a top priority in 2019.
We continued building on our successes
from prior years as well as integrating
new opportunities to use our data and
technology to accelerate our business. We
continue to remove upstream complexities
and simplify our technology systems.
The Front End is one of the most
impressionable areas of the store when
it comes to the Customer Checkout
experience. During 2019 we completed 650
Front End Transformations and continued
to implement Scan, Bag, Go® building on the
success and momentum of implementations
in 2018. Redesigning the checkout
experience can eliminate one of the biggest
friction points in the store for customers
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019

and Associates, while delivering significant
cost savings for the future.
Through
collaboration with technology, sourcing
and retail operations, Kroger leveraged
technologies such as autonomous floor
scrubbers and cleanings machines which
not only help to drive costs savings for the
business but also drove improvements in
store cleanliness. Simplified merchandising
solutions also helped to drive a full, fresh,
and friendly customer experience and cost
savings in 2019. Shelf ready packaging was
expanded to commodities including cheese
and yogurt. Not only was labor reduced
through more efficient stocking enabled by
the change, but the availability of product
also improved.

engineering, machine learning, artificial
intelligence, soft material physics, machine
vision, video analytics, sensor network
experts (IoT), and computation specialists.
R&D supplements in-house expertise by
leveraging an ecosystem of partners for
external perspectives as well as inspiration
from the next generation of great minds via
our internal labs and those we stand up in
partnerships with universities and staff with
Kroger R&D specialists and interns.

Moving forward, our relentless focus on
driving a great customer experience is also
supported through an unwavering mission
to simplify the work for our associates to
continue to remove unnecessary costs from
the business in ways that do not impact the
overall customer experience.

Technology Innovation
The Research and Development (R&D)
department is committed to improving
Kroger’s shopping experience by delivering
innovative solutions that reduce operating
costs. These funds can be invested back into
areas visible to the customer and improve
the interactive customer experience by
leveraging the Internet of Things, data and
the management sciences.
To accomplish these goals, R&D continues
to focus its efforts on creating platform
solutions that deliver a competitive advantage
today, while paving a runway for successful
projects tomorrow. R&D’s innovations are
built from a team with a diverse skillset that
includes; robotics, mechanical and electrical
22
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Alternative Profit Streams
Kroger Personal
Finance

Kroger Precision
Marketing

Customer
Data Insights

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• CPG Customer
Insights
• Lead Targeting
• Kroger Services

Money Services
Gift Cards
Lottery
Credit Cards

On-Property
Off-Property
Loyalty Marketing
In-Store

Ventures
PearlRock Partners

Future
Innovation

Alternative
Profit Streams
By leveraging unique consumer-driven
capabilities to create additional value for
customers and shareholders, Kroger is
creating a virtuous circle built upon the rich
collection of proprietary data generated by
our grocery business. Data gathered from
the 97 percent of transactions tethered
to our loyalty card is used to improve the
customer experience and create new margin
rich, asset-light business opportunities.
Kroger’s ecosystem fuels the growth of
adjacent alternative profit streams like
Kroger Personal Finance, customer data
insights, and our media businesses that are
essential components of Restock Kroger.
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These businesses comprise a significant
portion of Kroger’s overall alternative profit
portfolio. They are dependent on a core
supermarket business to deliver sustainable,
long-term growth and profitability.

$100 million of incremental operating profit
during 2019 driven by strength in Kroger
Personal Finance and Media.

The key pillars within alternative profits
are Kroger Personal Finance, Kroger
Precision
Marketing,
Customer
Data
Insights, Ventures, and Future Innovation.
All are underpinned by our core asset of
analytics which include data from 60 million
households, 4 billion transactions analyzed
annually and 10 petabytes of customer
data. Collectively Kroger’s Alternative
Profit Stream businesses contributed over
23
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Kroger Personal Finance®

Kroger Personal Finance (KPF) gives the
company a unique competitive advantage
by offering money management solutions
that empower and reward our customers.

Kroger REWARDS World
Mastercard®

The Kroger REWARDS World Mastercard®
credit card offers great benefits and
rewards to its cardholders, including:
• An additional 25¢ off per gallon
for ONE YEAR at Kroger Family of
Companies Fuel Centers.
• Free Groceries every three months
with Rewards Certificates. In 2019,
customers earned more than $46
million in Free Groceries!
• A mobile app that makes managing
their account easy and convenient.

Rewards Prepaid Debit Cards
The Rewards Prepaid Debit Card rewards
customers with free groceries for every
purchase they make. Customers also enjoy
an additional 5¢ discount per gallon at
our fuel centers and a mobile app that
makes managing their account easy and
convenient.
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Gift Cards

Money Services

KPF offers a wide variety of gift cards for
every occasion. Customers can purchase
gift cards for their favorite restaurant,
retailer, entertainment venue or online
media store at any Kroger Family store or
online at giftcards.kroger.com.
In addition, customers can also pick up
Kroger Family of Companies gift cards
and variable load MasterCard®, Visa and
American Express® gift cards.
Customers earn 2X fuel points on most
gift card purchases every day and 4X fuel
points during promotional periods.

Money Services destinations, located inside
most of our stores, provide customers with
a variety of money management options at
competitive prices, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Check and debit card cashing
Money orders
Money transfers
Walk-in bill payment
Prepaid wireless products
Prepaid debit cards

Mobile Market
The KPF Mobile Market offers hundreds
of prepaid airtime cards and dozens of
phones from all the major carriers, including
TracFone®, Simple Mobile®, Total Wireless,
AT&T Go Phone® and more.
Whether a customer is looking for a phone
for everyday use or just for emergencies, the
Mobile Market has a phone and a plan for
everyone.
In addition, customers save money off their
monthly mobile phone bill and earn 2X fuel
points in the process.

Innovation
KPF continuously works to innovate to develop new products based on the changing
industry and needs of our customers so we
can continue to be that trusted partner who
helps make lives easier in the financial services space. As a result, we continue to add
offerings to our KPF portfolio including Lottery during 2019.
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Media

Kroger Precision Marketing (KPM) is a leading
retail media advertising solution designed to
make digital advertising more effective for
CPG brands. Powered by Kroger’s popular
loyalty card program, we connect customers
to brands through engaging moments that
inspire purchasing online or in-store. Kroger
Precision Marketing closes the loop between
media exposure and store sales to make
brand advertising more addressable, actionable, and accountable.
We’re more addressable: Through 84.51° targeting science, we apply first-party purchase
data, machine-learning tools, and a robust
team of data analysts to identify the most
qualified audience on every campaign. These
targeting capabilities allow brands to create
relevant and meaningful connections matched
to customer’s evolving preferences, solidifying
Kroger as their preferred destination.
We’re more actionable: KPM connects consumers into Kroger’s ecommerce platform
where they can download relevant coupons
and shop. The KPM ecosystem of offsite and
onsite media touchpoints reach consumers at
every stage of their shopping journey.
We’re more accountable: We’re driving greater digital marketing transparency through
meaningful metrics which measure the true
impact of advertising through actual sales
results. In this way, KPM is positioned to raise
the standard for effective digital marketing.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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The Kroger Media Ecosystem
We have four media product pillars to create
demand and activate sales for brands:

Oﬀ Property

We make everyday moments shoppable
through advertising in display, video, audio,
influencer and social media. Using our targeting
science, we serve relevant co-branded ads,
encouraging customers and prospects to
discover their favorite products at Kroger.
Robust campaign reporting shows media
delivery, engagement and business impact.
Customer privacy is paramount; all data is
anonymized throughout campaign executions.

On Property

We influence shopping behaviors though
relevant messages on our Kroger or Banner
websites (Kroger.com, Ralphs.com, etc.), our
mobile app, and emails we send. We engage
and maintain a personalized experience with
over 20 million customers through decision
engines that continually optimize placement
selection based on performance and demand
signals. Brands and their ecommerce agencies
can manage placements through a self-service
portal which also measures online and in-store
return on ad spending.

Loyalty Marketing

We help brands connect with our customers
in authentic ways, discovering new product
offerings and encouraging social sharing of
their experiences. Brands can leverage our
trusted customer relationships by appearing in
our magazine, in loyal customer mailers, and
in other direct media. On average, every dollar
invested in BCC generates over four dollars in
incremental sales.
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In-Store

With more than 11 million households coming
to our stores daily we are uniquely positioned
to transform the grocery shopping experience
for our customers. In 2019, Kroger worked with
third party partners to cleanly and effectively
communicate throughout the store. We’re
identifying new opportunities to innovate within
our stores to elevate the customer experience
while continuing to communicate pricing and
promotions, build customer’s awareness of
products, and assist with wayfinding.
Brands continue to invest in these media
opportunities because they enhance the
customer experience and drive CPG sales. An
annual survey by the Path to Purchase Institute
gave Kroger’s media ecosystem strong ratings
for effective targeting, measurement, sales
growth and ROI.
As a further testament to the progress we
are making in this space, KPM achieved TAG
Platinum Certification from the Trustworthy
Accountability Group (TAG), recognizing KPM
as a digital marketing leader for achieving
rigorous certifications in all program areas.
KPM is the first retail media platform to reach
this milestone.
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Customer Data Insights

Fueled by a rich data asset consisting of retail
performance and customer engagement which
is accelerated by strong data science to produce
value across our partners businesses both with
Kroger as well as upstream in their organization.
Our partners in this space consist of CPG,
advertisers and other businesses, all with the
intent to better understand shopper behavior,
attitudes, and preferences through traditional
retail and cross modality performance measures.
In turn, the insights can be used to accelerate
category and brand performance. Third-party
entities do not have access to identifiable
customer data. During 2019 we launched two
new services:

84.51˚ Stratum

In July 2019, the CPG Insights business
successfully launched our new analytic
subscription solution, Stratum. We partner with
nearly 1,300 CPGs and other client partners
who leverage these insights. Adoption from
the industry has been fueled by enhanced user
experience and innovative solutions.

Ventures

Kroger has multiple ventures with the goal
of leveraging our assets and data to drive
unique strategic partnerships that generate
joint value. For example, in 2019, we launched
PearlRock Partners (PRP) which is a first-of-itskind investment vehicle. PearlRock Partners is
designed to identify, invest in, and help grow the
next generation of leading consumer product
brands.
PearlRock Partners leverages Kroger data,
geographic coverage, and merchandising
expertise to identify emerging brands that
consumers love and will grow significantly in
the coming years. This combination of data,
coverage, and expertise gives PRP distinct
insights into market dynamics unmatched by
other investors.
PearlRock Partners then engages with brands as
a patient capital provider, placing years of realworld consumer product expertise, unparalleled
merchandising resources, and state-of-the-art
consumer insights at the fingertips of founders
to drive intelligent growth.

Kroger Services

We are leveraging our understanding of
customer needs and partnering with companies
like TrueCar and Priceline to offer targeted
services to our customers beyond the grocery
space. We aim to fulfill key Customer life
journeys by delivering value, convenience and
empowerment to our Customers in auto, travel,
home and beyond by targeting these services
making these available to them in a seamless
manner.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Our Partners
Kroger announced several partnerships
throughout the year including: ClusterTruck,
InFarm, Apeel Sciences, Loop, Lindsay
Goldberg, Pinterest and Inmar. All of these
partnerships allow us to build on our strong
core business and connect with customers in
new and meaningful ways.
In addition to our newly announced
partnerships, we continue to strengthen and
leverage existing partnerships including:

Walgreens

The destination features several categories
including beauty, personal care, over-thecounter medications and wellness. Walgreens’
No7 and Soap & Glory brands are also a part
of the test assortment. The focus of this test is
to drive customer demand and engagement,
create convenience for the customer and
growth among existing and new customers.
We also announced the Retail Procurement
Alliance, a group purchasing agreement which
will allow both Kroger and Walgreens to realize
savings and efficiencies, provide more choice
and value for customers.

Kroger’s relationship with Walgreens is just
one more way Kroger is making life easier and
better for all consumers – because everyone
deserves to have affordable, easy-to-enjoy,
fresh food. We know our customers are
increasingly time starved, seek great value and
want unique products and brands they trust.
In late 2018, we launched a test in Northern
Kentucky that transformed 13 Walgreens
locations to offer Kroger Express as well as
Kroger Pickup. The Kroger Express offering
inside Walgreens features a selection of
Kroger’s popular Our Brands products like
Simple Truth® as well as National Brand
products. The assortment varies by store and
can include fresh meat, produce and dairy,
frozen foods, shelf-stable products and Home
Chef meal solutions to provide customers with
a fill-in grocery shopping experience.
In 2019, we expanded the test to include 35
Walgreens stores and 17 Kroger stores in
Knoxville, Tennessee. The Knoxville expansion
also includes a pilot with a selection of
Walgreens’ owned-brand health and beauty
and national brand products in Kroger stores.
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Ocado
Ocado is a market leader in supply chain efficiency and the value they bring is not just in their current
capabilities but also how quickly they are able to innovate and serve rapidly changing consumer
markets. The Ocado relationship drives value as it builds a superior end to end distribution network
that will provide Kroger customers with a cost effective and convenient seamless shopping experience.
Through this partnership and a diverse ecosystem of fulfillment channels, Kroger will have the
capability to support customer delivery, pickup fulfillment and store replenishment. Our long-term
strategy is to support our seamless ecosystem and augment the existing Kroger distribution network
to meet ever-evolving customer demand by building a flexible network of solutions including small,
medium, and large facilities.
We have announced six sheds as of February 1, 2020:
Shed Location

Date of Announcement

Square Footage

Area of Service
Cincinnati/Dayton,

Monroe, Ohio

November 2018

335k

Columbus, Indianapolis,
Louisville

Frederick, Maryland

350k

March 2019

350k

Orlando, Tampa, Miami

July 2019

375k

Atlanta

Dallas, Texas

September 2019

350k

Dallas, Fort Worth

Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin

November 2019

350k

Groveland, Florida

Forest Park, Georgia
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Maryland, Pennsylvania,

January 2020

District of Columbia

Wisconsin, Northern
Illinois, Northwest Indiana
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Our Associates
To deliver on Restock Kroger, we need
talented, experienced associates. People are
our differentiator. When we create a place
where associates love to work, we create a
place where customers love to shop.
The Develop Talent pillar of Restock Kroger
aims to do just that with three areas of
focus – improving the associate experience,
developing high-performing leaders and
teams, and investing in and retaining our
associates.

We also continue to improve our Diversity and
Inclusion efforts – two of Our Values. We seek
to embrace differences in our backgrounds,
cultures and ethnicities, by encouraging
collaboration and active involvement with
everyone. So, every associate feels welcomed
at Kroger, and we ensure we treat our associates fairly.
During 2019:

•

We achieved record employee retention in
one of the tightest labor markets in years.

•

For the second year in a row, Kroger was
named a Best Place to Work for LGBTQ
Equality and achieved a perfect score on
the Corporate Equality Index by the Human Rights Campaign, a national benchmarking tool for corporate policies and
practices supporting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer employees.

•

Recognized among the top 20 companies
in the Wall Street Journal diversity and
inclusion ranking for S&P 500 companies.

•

Recognized as one of America’s top corporations for women-owned businesses
for the sixth year in a row and received a
Silver award for the first time in the company’s history.

•

Selected as one of “America’s Top 50
Corporations for Multicultural Business
Opportunities” in recognition of Kroger’s
commitment to inclusion by Omnikal.

Improving the
Associate Experience
Our focus is to create an environment of
continuous learning that helps our associates
feel supported to be their best and grow
and develop in their career. We are doing
this by focusing on critical moments through
the associate life cycle – areas such as their
Day 1 experience, role-based training, setting
clear expectations and providing uplifting
feedback, and rewarding and recognizing
performance. Leadership focused on building relationships and staying connected with
associates throughout their careers is foundational to our approach and supports our commitment to help our associates achieve their
personal and career aspirations, that is what is
means to have Careers with Promise®.

KROGER FACT BOOK 2019
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Developing High
Performing Leaders
and Teams
We believe that great leaders empower
the associate experience, which drives the
customer experience. This is why we encourage
our associates to lead with a Passion for People
and a Passion for Results.
Our Kroger Leadership Model (KLM)
emphasizes the importance of how we achieve
results by identifying eight behaviors that
deliver them. These behaviors fall within two
fundamental leadership beliefs held at Kroger,
to lead with our passion for people and our
passion for results. The KLM and its eight
behaviors are for all associates, not only leaders
of others, because we all have the ability to
influence each other and impact results.

Investing in Associates
We intend to pay competitively and offer
benefits and perks that our associates highly
value and find relevant to their lives and needs.
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Our investments are driven by our data
analytics research for specific areas to ensure
our wages are competitive with the market. We
will continue our efforts to rebalance pay and
benefits, while also focusing on operational
flexibility for our stores. For example, we’re
hiring wall-to-wall clerks that are cross-trained
and empowered to help in any area of the
store, as needs arise. We’re also targeting
our recruiting for critical roles and rewarding
associates for training certifications and job
performance.
We continue to rebalance our wage and
benefits offering by redirecting additional
money from health care and pension to
wages. We participate in approximately 360
collective bargaining agreements that cover
the compensation and benefits provided to
the majority of our Associates. Our efforts
to rebalance pay and benefits have been
implemented since 2018 and continued
throughout 2019. Over this period, we have
achieved the desired changes in over 220
collective bargaining agreements, which
encompass over 250,000 associates.

Our objective in every negotiation is to
find a fair and reasonable balance between
competitive costs and compensation packages
that provide market competitive wages, good
quality, affordable health care, and retirement
benefits for our associates. We continue to
strive to make our overall benefit package
relevant to today’s associates.
Our average hourly rate, inclusive of benefits,
for store associates was more than $20 in 2019.
We continue to see Associated take advantage
of our Feed Your Future program. The program
offers associates up to $3,500 annually (and
up to $21,000 over the course of your career)
to improve every day through education
that works for you. All part-time and fulltime associates are eligible after six months
of service. Since inception, the program has
impacted over 5,000 associates with hourly
associates making up 87% of those who have
taken advantage of this program so far.
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D E V E L O P TA L E N T

How We’ll Continue to Develop Talent
We’re constantly looking to improve the associate experience, the benefits
we offer to associates and the development opportunities for associates to
learn and grow in their career. There are a number of efforts underway to set
to begin in the near future:
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•

Strategic partnerships with universities, educational institutions and
community partners to improve how we attract candidates from all
backgrounds and ethnicities

•

Leverage Machine Learning, Chatbot and AI tools throughout the entire
talent acquisition process

•

New sources of talent to support our core, beyond the core, innovation
and partnerships

•

Increasing mix of external talent, including senior operating leadership
roles

•

Continue to leverage workforce analytics and business insights to drive
our decisions to support the associate experience, customer experience
and results (e.g., store continuity, learning impact, talent readiness and
diversity)
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LIVE OUR PURPOSE

Zero Hunger | Zero Waste
Kroger’s Zero Hunger | Zero Waste social
impact plan was inspired by Our Purpose – to
Feed the Human Spirit™. As part of our Restock
Kroger plan, it’s also how we live Our Purpose
every day. Our Zero Hunger | Zero Waste
commitment, introduced in 2017, evolved from
a strategic look at what was authentic to our
past and what is needed to drive positive
change in our communities today and in the
future.
Zero Hunger | Zero Waste addresses a
fundamental absurdity in our food system: an
estimated 40% of the food produced in the
U.S. is thrown away, yet 1 in 8 Americans go
hungry.
As America’s grocer, we believe we have
to do something about that. Perhaps more
importantly, we believe we can address this
absurdity because we have both the scale and
local connections within our communities to
tackle this challenge.
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We continue to add to our Zero Hunger | Zero
Waste plan as we discover additional ways
to impact our communities and the world.
In 2019, we launched the Zero Hunger | Zero
Waste Foundation’s Innovation Fund. Seven
innovators collectively received $1 million to
accelerate programs and solutions that help
end food waste. The cohort will use the nondilutive funding provided by the Foundation
to implement projects across America with the
possibility of reducing food waste by up to 7.2
million pounds. The inaugural cohort features:

•

Food Forest

•

Ripe Revival

•

Imperfect Foods

•

Seal the Seasons

•

mobius

•

Winnow

•

Replate
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2019 Results
ZERO HUNGER

Z E R O WA S T E

$205 million to end hunger in
our communities. Total Kroger
charitable giving: $279 million

80% waste diversion totalling
2.3 million tons from landfills
company-wide

493 million meals for food
insecure families in our
communities

Food waste diversion increased
28% year-over-year

Kroger associates rescued
101 million pounds of
wholesome food from our
stores, plants and DCs
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33 of 35 Kroger-operated
manufacturing plants are
Zero Waste
Total recycling increased 12%
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Create Shareholder Value

C R E AT E S H A R E H O L D E R VA L U E

Kroger’s Value Creation Model is Strong and Durable
Strong and Durable Retail
Supermarket Business
Customer Obsession - ID Sales
Investments Balanced with
Productivity Improvements

Fast
Growing
Alternative
Profits

High Return Capital Investments

EPS Growth
Net Earnings Growth
Share Repurchases

+

Total
Shareholder
Return

Dividend Yield

Value Creation Model
Our financial model starts with a strong durable core driven by our retail supermarket, fuel, and health and wellness businesses. We are making investments
in the areas that matter most to our customer, and we will balance these investments with disciplined execution of cost savings that simplify our business.
The model will leverage Kroger’s unique assets to drive growth in our asset-light, margin-rich alternative profit streams. In conjunction with a disciplined
approach in allocating capital, we expect our model to generate strong free cash flow which will allow us to generate consistently strong and attractive
total shareholder return (TSR). This is supported through EPS growth driven by sustained net earnings growth and return of cash to shareholders via share
repurchase plus a growing dividend over time.
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Free Cash Flow
Our financial strategy is to continue to use our
strong free cash flow to invest in the business
to drive long-term sustainable growth through
the identification of high-return projects that
support our strategy. We will be disciplined in
our capital allocations. Capital will be allocated
toward driving profitable sales growth in
stores and digital, maintaining the business,
improving productivity and building a seamless
digital ecosystem and supply chain.
At the same time, we are committed to
maintaining our net debt to EBITDA range
of 2.3x to 2.5x and maintaining our current
investment-grade debt rating. We also expect
to continue to grow our dividend over time and
will continue to return excess cash to investors
via share repurchase.
During 2019, Kroger reduced net total debt by
$1.1 billion and our net total debt to adjusted
EBITDA ratio was 2.48x, within our target range
of 2.30x to 2.50x. In total Kroger returned $951
million to shareholders in 2019.

2.0
1.5

Adjusted Free Cash Flow

$1.6B

$1.8B

$1.7B

2018

2019

1.0
0.5
0.0

2017

Adjusted Free Cash Flow = Operating Cash Flow (before company-sponsored pension contributions) –
Capital Expenditures and excluding the cash tax-effect of the sale of strategic assets

The following table shows Kroger’s 3-year
adjusted free cash flow trend:
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Capital Investment Plan
We allocate capital in a balanced, strategic
manner that we believe creates shareholder
value in both the short and long-term.
Throughout our allocation process we take
into consideration expected return, payback
and risk profiles of each investment request.
Collectively, we intend for our portfolio of
investments to drive after tax returns above
our internal hurdle rate of 11.3%. Our program
is funded entirely from free cash flow requiring
evaluation of all investment opportunities
across the enterprise and only allocating
capital to the highest return projects.
Total capital investments for 2019 were $3.0
billion, excluding mergers, acquisitions and
purchases of leased facilities. We allocate
our capital spending priorities across 4
major buckets of investments: 1) Profitable
Sales Growth, 2) Productivity Efficiencies, 3)
Seamless Ecosystem, and 4) Maintaining the
Business.
Proﬁtable Sales Growth
These investments include store remodels,
major storing activity, in-stock initiatives and
a variety of merchandising and test and learn
projects addressing new fixtures, signage,
and product placements in an effort to
affect the customer experience. We primarily
target existing markets for new stores as this
growth generally produces higher returns,
with a lower level of risk, by leveraging
fixed expenses such as warehousing,
transportation, advertising, and other
overhead costs across an expanding store
base.

Productivity Eﬃciencies
These investments include projects that will
reduce waste and cost of doing business.
Seamless Ecosystem
These investments include the continued
build out of our Digital platform, Supply
Chain, and Ocado facilities.
Maintaining the Business
These investments represent maintenance, repairs, and assets required to support the day
to day business.
The chart to the right shows how Capital Investment Spending was allocated across our
major investment areas in 2018 & 2019:

Capital Investments

35%

Maintain the
Business/Other

45%

Profitable Sales
Growth

10%
10%

Seamless
Ecosystem

Productivity
Efficiencies

2018

Total Spending: $3.0B
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41%

34%

Profitable Sales
Growth

Maintain the
Business/Other

15%

Seamless
Ecosystem

10%

Productivity
Efficiencies

2019

Total Spending: $3.0B
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Share Repurchase Programs
We maintain share repurchase programs that
comply with Rule 10b5-1 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and allow for the orderly
repurchase of our common shares, from time
to time. The share repurchase programs do not
have an expiration date but may be suspended
or terminated by our Board of Directors at any
time. We made open market purchases of our
common shares totaling $400 million in 2019
and $727 million in 2018. On April 20, 2018, we
entered and funded a $1.2 billion ASR program
to reacquire shares in privately negotiated
transactions.
In addition to these repurchase programs, we also
repurchase common shares to reduce dilution
resulting from our employee stock option plans.
This program is solely funded by proceeds from
stock option exercises, and the tax benefit from
these exercises. We repurchased approximately
$65 million in 2019 and $83 million in 2018 of our
common shares under the stock option program.
On March 15, 2018, our Board of Directors
approved a $1.0 billion share repurchase program
to reacquire shares via open market purchase
or privately negotiated transactions, including
accelerated stock repurchase transactions, block
trades, or pursuant to trades intending to comply
with rule 10b5-1 of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 (the “March 2018 Repurchase Program”).
On November 5, 2019, our Board of Directors
approved a $1.0 billion share repurchase program
to reacquire shares via open market purchase or
privately negotiated transactions, block trades,
or pursuant to trades intending to comply with
rule 10b5-1 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(the “November 2019 Repurchase Program”).
The November 2019 Repurchase Program
authorization replaced the existing March 2018
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019

Dividends
Repurchase Program that had approximately
$546 million remaining.
The shares repurchased in 2019 were reacquired
under the following share repurchase programs:

•

The November 2019 Repurchase program.

•

A program announced on December 6, 1999
to repurchase common shares to reduce
dilution resulting from our employee stock
option and long-term incentive plans, under
which repurchases are limited to proceeds
received from exercises of stock options and
the tax benefits associated therewith (“1999
Repurchase Program”).

Kroger’s quarterly dividend program was
reinstated by our Board in March 2006. During
2019, we paid two quarterly cash dividends
of $0.14 per share and two quarterly cash
dividends of $0.16 per share. Kroger paid a
total of $486 million, $437 million and $443
million in cash dividends during 2019, 2018 and
2017, respectively.
Our Board reviews the dividend annually,
with an objective of increasing the amount
of the dividend over time. Any changes in the
dividend amount are made after consideration
of the needs of the business, the interests of
shareholders, cash flow trends, and other
factors.

As of February 1, 2020, there was $600 million
remaining under the November 2019 Repurchase
Program.
During the first quarter through March 25, 2020,
we repurchased an additional $39 million of our
common shares under the stock option program
and $355 million additional shares under the
November 2019 Repurchase Program. As of
March 25, 2020, we have $245 million remaining
under the November 2019 Repurchase Program.
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Merger &
Acquisition Strategy
Kroger’s merger & acquisition strategy
focuses on identifying opportunities to bring
physical, intangible and human assets into the
Kroger organization to enhance or accelerate
achievement of our corporate priorities. We
apply a disciplined, multi-functional review
process of both financial and non-financial
attributes of potential merger/acquisition
candidates to maximize the probability of
shareholder value creation. With all mergers,
Kroger strives to ensure both parties provide
synergies to the relationship to enhance value.
Kroger’s
supermarket
merger/acquisition
strategy focuses primarily on existing markets.
Such “in-market” mergers/acquisitions have
lower risk and generally produce a higher
incremental return because they require little
investment in overhead, advertising, and
distribution. The Harris Teeter® and Roundy’s®
mergers, while offering entry into new markets
for Kroger, also provided synergy opportunities
based upon each partner’s areas of operating
excellence applicable across our large base of
existing assets. Since 2012, Kroger has become
more focused on potential merger partners
that enhance our ability to deliver value to our
customers in expanded ways and support our
strategic initiatives such as Restock Kroger.

Divestitures
Part of our disciplined approach to capital
management included the sale of three
businesses during 2019. These businesses were
successfully grown by leveraging Kroger’s
unique assets and when they reached a point
where the external value was higher than
the future value within Kroger, we divested
KROGER FACT BOOK 2019

to maximize shareholder value. These three
businesses were:

•

Our sale of You Technology to Inmar for
total consideration of $565 million was
finalized in March 2019. Outside of Kroger
YouTech had additional opportunity
to expand its retailer relationships and
portfolio of capabilities. Kroger used the
after-tax cash proceeds from the sale
to reduce debt – in line with our longterm goal to maintain a net total debt to
adjusted EBITDA ratio of 2.30x to 2.50x

•

In April 2019, Kroger sold Turkey Hill Dairy
to Peak Rock Capital Affiliate for total
consideration of $215 million. The sale was
pursued to ensure the Turkey Hill business
could meet its full potential and continue to
grow is successful ice cream and beverage
brands. Kroger used the after-tax cash
proceeds from the sale to reduce debt.

•

In April 2019, Kroger finalized the sale
of its convenience store business to EG
Group. The sale included 762 convenience
stores, including 66 franchise operations,
operating in 18 states. As part of the
regular review of assets described above, it
became clear that our strong convenience
store business would better meet its full
potential outside of our business. The
after-tax proceeds totaled $1.7B, of which
Kroger used $1.2B to fund an accelerated
share repurchase program in line with our
commitment to maximize shareholder
value.
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Mergers/Acquisitions

Date

# Stores (A)

Location

Banner Change?

Buehler Food Markets

Apr-06

1

Louisville, KY

Yes

Scott’s Food & Pharmacy

Apr-07

18

Fort Wayne, IN

Yes

Farmer Jack

Jun-07

20

Detroit, MI

Yes

Individual stores

2007

2

Various

Yes

Individual stores

2008

9

Various

Yes

AWG

Jan-10

7

Topeka & Wichita, KS

Yes

Brookshires

Mar-10

2

Jackson, MS

Yes

Albertsons

Jun-10

1

Ft. Worth, TX

Yes

Individual store

Apr-11

1

Bloomfield, IN

Yes

Schnuck’s (supermarket)

Sept-11

8

Memphis, TN

Yes

Schnuck’s (c-stores)

Sept-11

7

Memphis, TN

Yes

Axium Pharmacy

Dec-12

Specialty Rx

Lake Mary, FL

N/A

Harris Teeter

Jan-14

227

Multiple

No

YOU Technology

Feb-14

Technology

San Francisco, CA

N/A

Vitacost.com

Aug-14

E-Comm

Boca Raton, FL

N/A

84.51°

Apr-15

Technology

Cincinnati, OH

N/A

Hiller’s

Jul-15

7

Detroit, MI

Yes

Roundy’s (various banners)

Dec-15

151

Wisconsin/Chicago

No

Minyard Sun Fresh

Jan-16

1

Plano, TX

Yes

Market6

Aug-16

Technology

Deerfield, IL

N/A

ModernHEALTH

Sep-16

Specialty Rx

Orlando, FL

N/A

Murray’s Cheese

Jan-17

2

New York City, NY

No

Jul-17

11

Indianapolis, IN

Yes

Farm Fresh

May-18

18

Hampton Roads, VA

Yes

Home Chef

May-18

Meal Kit

Chicago, IL

N/A

Shopko Pharmacies

Jan-19

Rx Script Files

Green Bay, WI

N/A

Marsh
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*(A) Represents stores acquired. Kroger may not operate all.
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Market Share
Kroger measures market share and looks
at it the way customers would look at it –
where they spend their money. Since 2017, we
have used IRI POS+ data to measure market
share. This data includes point of sale data
from several competitors and includes all
departments inside our stores, except for
pharmacy, fuel, supplies, gift cards and some
general merchandise. The data is generated
by retailers who report their sales to IRI. Top
retailers who do not report: Costco, Dollar
Tree, Whole Foods, Sprouts, Aldi, Trader Joes,
and Food Independents. IRI projects sales for
all non-reporters except for Costco and Dollar
Tree.
POS+ captures roughly 96% of all sales,
including UPC-coded items, PLU items, and
random weight perishable items, making it a
reliable and consistent source. According to
IRI POS+ data, Kroger’s overall market share of
the products we sell in the markets where we
operate was essentially flat in 2019.
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C O M PA N Y F I N A N C I A L M E T R I C S

Identical Supermarket Sales
Identical supermarket sales are a key measure of health in the retail food industry. Kroger defines
identical sales, excluding fuel, as sales to retail customers, including sales from all departments at
identical supermarket locations, Kroger Specialty Pharmacy businesses and ship-to-home solutions.
We define a supermarket as identical when it has been in operation without expansion or relocation
for five full quarters. Additionally, sales from all acquired businesses are treated as identical as if
they were part of the Company in the prior year. Other companies in our industry may calculate
identical sales differently than Kroger does, limiting the comparability of this measure.
The chart below depicts identical supermarket sales trends excluding supermarket fuel sales, for the
last three years.

IDENTICAL SUPERMARKET SALES EXCLUDING FUEL

•
•
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Note that fuel discounts used at our fuel centers (earned based on in-store purchases) reduce the identical sales for our
supermarkets.
Products and services related primarily to Kroger Personal Finance, which were historically accounted for as an offset to OG&A,
are classified as a component of sales as of the beginning of fiscal year 2019. These prior-year amounts have been reclassified
to conform to current-year presentation, which is consistent with our Restock Kroger initiative and our view of the products and
services as part of our core business strategy. This is also more consistent with industry practice. These Kroger Personal Finance
transactions represent sales to retail customers and, as such, are included in identical sales in 2019 and 2018. This change did not
affect identical sales percentages for 2018.
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Financial and Operating Statistics
(in millions, except per share amounts)

Sales (D)
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$37,251

$28,168

$27,974

$28,893

$122,286

2018

$37,722

$28,014

$27,831

$28,286

$121,852

2017

$36,285

$27,597

$27,749

$31,031

$122,662

Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$28,983

$22,007

$21,798

$22,507

$95,294

2018

$29,419

$21,976

$21,753

$21,955

$95,103

2017

$28,281

$21,609

$21,532

$24,240

$95,662

Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$6,314

$4,811

$5,097

$4,985

$21,208

2019 Adj.

$6,279

$4,782

$4,732

$4,805

$20,598

2018

$6,257

$4,711

$4,661

$5,155

$20,786

2018 Adj.

$6,270

$4,711

$4,662

$4,914

$20,557

2017

$6,367

$4,517

$4,701

$5,456

$21,041

2017 Adj.

$5,983

$4,516

$4,702

$4,995

$20,196

Merchandise Costs (B) (D)

Operating, General & Administrative (C)(D)
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Rent
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$274

$200

$201

$209

$884

2018

$276

$204

$200

$204

$884

2017

$270

$225

$196

$220

$911

Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$779

$591

$624

$655

$2,649

2018

$741

$574

$570

$581

$2,465

2018 Adj.

$755

$574

$570

$581

$2,479

2017

$736

$562

$573

$565

$2,436

2017 Adj.

$736

$562

$573

$583

$2,454

Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$901

$559

$254

$537

$2,251

2019 Adj.

$957

$626

$653

$758

$2,995

2018

$1,029

$549

$647

$391

$2,614

2018 Adj.

$1,022

$566

$664

$628

$2,880

$631

$684

$747

$550

$2,612

$1,014

$684

$747

$994

$3,438

Depreciation & Amortization (C)

Operating Profit / (Loss) (C) (D)

2017

2017 Adj.
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Interest Expense
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$197

$130

$137

$140

$603

2018

$192

$144

$142

$142

$620

2017

$177

$138

$136

$148

$601

Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$989

$380

$222

$390

$1,981

2019 Adj.

$742

$455

$483

$579

$2,259

$2,634

$628

$399

$317

$3,978

2018 Adj.

$800

$401

$499

$483

$2,183

2017

$445

$540

$604

($104)

$1,484

2017 Adj.

$829

$540

$604

$841

$2,812

Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$226

$93

$79

$71

$469

2019 Adj.

$165

$109

$114

$126

$514

2018

$616

$127

$91

$66

$900

2018 Adj.

$182

$72

$115

$102

$471

2017

$148

$189

$215

($957)

($405)

2017 Adj.

$289

$189

$215

$280

$973

Earnings / (Loss) Before Income Tax Expense (C)

2018

Income Tax Expense (C)
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Net Earnings / (Loss) Including Noncontrolling Interests (C)
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$763

$287

$143

$319

$1,512

2019 Adj.

$577

$346

$368

$454

$1,745

$2,018

$501

$308

$251

$3,078

2018 Adj.

$618

$329

$385

$381

$1,713

2017

$297

$351

$389

$853

$1,889

2017 Adj.

$540

$351

$389

$561

$1,840

2018

Net Earnings / (Loss) Attributable to Noncontrolling Interests
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

($9)

($10)

($120)

($8)

($147)

2019 Adj.

($9)

($10)

($13)

($8)

($40)

2018

($8)

($7)

($9)

($8)

($32)

2017

($6)

($2)

($8)

($1)

($18)

Net Earnings / (Loss) Attributable to The Kroger Co. (C)
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$772

$297

$263

$327

$1,659

2019 Adj.

$586

$357

$381

$462

$1,785

$2,026

$508

$317

$259

$3,110

2018 Adj.

$626

$336

$394

$390

$1,745

2017

$303

$353

$397

$854

$1,907

2017 Adj.

$546

$353

$397

$562

$1,858

2018
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Net Earnings / (Loss) Attributable to The Kroger Co. Per Diluted Common Share (C)
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

$0.95

$0.37

$0.32

$0.40

$2.04

2019 Adj.

$0.72

$0.44

$0.47

$0.57

$2.19

2018

$2.37

$0.62

$0.39

$0.32

$3.76

2018 Adj.

$0.73

$0.41

$0.48

$0.48

$2.11

2017

$0.32

$0.39

$0.44

$0.97

$2.09

2017 Adj.

$0.58

$0.39

$0.44

$0.63

$2.04

Average Number of Common Shares Used in Diluted Calculation
Q1
(16 WEEKS)

Q2
(12 WEEKS)

Q3
(12 WEEKS)

Q4
(12-13 WEEKS) (A)

Year
(52-53 weeks) (A)

2019

805

805

807

804

805

2018

846

805

807

806

818

2017

925

905

893

884

904

(A)Q4 2017 and Total Year 2017 include the impact of a 53rd fiscal week.
(B)Includes advertising, warehousing, and transportation.
(C)2017 Adj. includes:
1- operating, general and administrative expenses for obligations related to withdrawing from and settlements of withdrawal liabilities for certain mulit-employer pension funds, the volunteer retirement offering, the Kroger Specialty Pharmacy goodwill impairment, and a company-sponsored pension plan termination,
2- reduction to depreciation and amortization expenses related to held for sale assets, and
3- reduction to income tax expense primarily due to the re-measurement of deferred tax liabilities and the reduction of statutory rate for the last five weeks of the fiscal year from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
2018 Adj. includes:
1- Adjustments for pension plan agreements, the mark to market gain on Ocado securities, Home Chef contingent consideration adjustment an adjustment for the loss on settlement of financial instrument, the gain on sale of convenience
store business, and depreciation related to help for sale assets
2019 Adj. includes:
1- Adjustments for pension plan withdrawal liabilities, the mark to market gain on Ocado securities, the impairment of Lucky’s Market and severance charge and related benefits, Home Chef contingent consideration adjustment and strategic
transformation costs, the gain on the sale of Turkey Hill Dairy, and the gain on the sale of You Technology.
(D) Products and services related primarily to Kroger Personal Finance and Media, which were historically accounted for as an offset to OG&A, are now classified as a component of sales, except for certain amounts in Media, which are netted
against COGS. These prior-year amounts have been reclassified to conform to current-year presentation, which is consistent with our Restock Kroger initiative and view of the products and services as part of our core business strategy. This
is also more consistent with industry practice.
Note:Certain amounts may not sum accurately due to rounding.
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Our Store Formats
Our stores operate under a variety of
banners that have strong local ties and brand
recognition. Supermarkets are generally
operated under one of the following formats:

Combo Stores

The combo store is the primary food store
format. They typically draw customers from
a 2-2.5 mile radius. We believe this format
is successful because the stores are large
enough to offer the specialty departments
that customers desire for one-stop shopping,
including natural food and organic sections,
pharmacies, general merchandise, pet centers
and high-quality perishables such as fresh
seafood and organic produce.

Multi-Department Stores

Multi-department stores are significantly
larger in size than combo stores. In addition
to the departments offered at a typical
combo store, multi-department stores sell
a wide selection of general merchandise
items such as apparel, home fashion and
furnishings, outdoor living, electronics,
automotive products and toys.
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2018

1Q 2019

2Q 2019

3Q 2019

4Q 2019

Combo Stores

2,324

2,316

2,314

2,314

2,312

Marketplace Stores

177

182

182

182

183

134

134

134

134

134

129

129

129

128

128

2,764

2,761

2,759

2,758

2,757

Multi-Department
Stores
Price-Impact Warehouse Stores
Total Supermarkets

2018

1Q 2019

2Q 2019

3Q 2019

4Q 2019

Manufacturing Plants

37

35

35

35

35

Jewelry Stores

253

252

251

256

242

1,537

1,547

1,556

1,560

1,567

The Little Clinic (TLC)

232

221

221

221

221

Pharmacies

2,270

2,266

2,264

2,268

2,270

Supermarket Fuel
Centers

53

Marketplace

Marketplace stores are smaller in size than
multi-department stores. They offer fullservice grocery, pharmacy and health and
beauty care departments as well as an
expanded perishable offering and general
merchandise area that includes apparel, home
goods and toys.

Price Impact

Price impact warehouse stores offer a “nofrills, low cost” warehouse format and feature
everyday low prices plus promotions for a
wide selection of grocery and health and
beauty care items. Quality meat, dairy, baked
goods and fresh produce items provide a
competitive advantage. The average size of a
price impact warehouse store is similar to that
of a combo store
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Store Counts by Quarter
2018

1Q 2019

2Q 2019

3Q 2019

4Q 2019

Beginning of Period

2,782

2,764

2,761

2,759

2,758

Opened

10

3

4

4

6

Opened (Relocation)

4

2

1

4

2

Acquired

10

6

-

-

-

Closed (Operational)

(38)

(11)

(6)

(4)

(5)

Closed (Relocation)

(4)

(3)

(1)

(5)

(4)

End of Period

2,764

2,761

2,759

2,758

2,757

Total Supermarket Square Footage

179

179

179

179

180
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Geography & Markets
At the end of 2019, Kroger (either directly
or through our subsidiaries) operated 2,757
supermarkets in 35 states and the District of
Columbia under more than twenty banners
listed below. Historically, Kroger has grown
through organic growth and acquisitions
and we believe strongly in maintaining local
banners where appropriate.
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State

Banners

California

Food 4 Less, Foodsco, Ralphs, Ralphs Fresh Fare

Texas

Kroger, Kroger Fresh Fare, Kroger Marketplace

Ohio

Y/E 2019

Y/E 2018

302

306

211

213

Kroger, Kroger Fresh Fare, Kroger Marketplace, Ruler

205

209

Georgia

Harris Teeter, Kroger, Kroger Fresh Fare, Kroger Marketplace

169

169

Indiana

Food 4 Less, Jay C, Jay C Food Plus, Kroger, Kroger Marketplace, Owen's, Payless Super Market, Ruler

154

156

Colorado

City Market, King Soopers, King Soopers Fresh F, King Soopers Marketp

148

149

North Carolina

Harris Teeter

149

145

Arizona

Fry's Food And Drug, Fry's Marketplace, Fry's Mercado,
Smith's

126

126

Michigan

Kroger, Kroger Fresh Fare, Kroger Marketplace

121

123

Virginia

Harris Teeter, Kroger, Kroger Marketplace

122

116

Tennessee

Kroger, Kroger Marketplace, Ruler

119

119

Washington

Fred Meyer, Quality Food Center

117

117

Kentucky

Kroger, Kroger Marketplace, Ruler

112

112

Wisconsin

Copps, Metro Market, Pick N Save, Pick N Save Marketpl

106

106

Illinois

Food 4 Less, Kroger, Marianos, Ruler

103

105

Kansas

Dillons, Dillons Marketplace

63

61

Oregon

Fred Meyer, Quality Food Center

55

56

Utah

City Market, Smith's, Smith's Marketplace

54

54

Nevada

Smith's, Smith's Marketplace

46

46

West Virginia

Kroger

40

41

South Carolina

Harris Teeter, Kroger, Kroger Marketplace

40

38

Arkansas

Kroger, Kroger Marketplace

32

32

Mississippi

Kroger, Kroger Marketplace

30

30

New Mexico

City Market, Smith's, Smith's Marketplace

25

25
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Maryland

Harris Teeter

18

17

Missouri

Gerbes, Kroger, Ruler

15

16

Idaho

Fred Meyer, Smith's

15

15

Alabama

Kroger

10

11

Alaska

Fred Meyer

11

11

Nebraska

Baker's

11

11

Louisiana

Kroger, Kroger Marketplace

8

9

Wyoming

City Market, King Soopers, Smith's

9

9

District of Columbia

Harris Teeter

4

4

Montana

Smith's

4

4

Delaware

Harris Teeter

2

2

Florida

Harris Teeter

1

1

2,757

2,764

TOTAL
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Operating Divisions
Kroger’s operating structure is a balance
between our corporate office in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and our 22 supermarket operating
divisions. This balance keeps merchandising
decisions closest to the customer while
achieving synergies in back office operations to
maximize operating efficiencies and minimize
operating costs.
In areas that directly affect the customer,
Kroger’s decentralized structure places
substantial authority for merchandising
and operating decisions in our supermarket
divisions. Divisional managers are able to
respond quickly to changes in competition
and customer preferences within each local
market.
For administrative processes that offer
economies of scale or are invisible to the
customer (such as procurement, accounting,
treasury, operations, etc.), we leverage
Kroger’s size and centralize those functions to
create value for customers and better returns
for shareholders.
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Kroger’s 22 supermarket operating divisions are:
Division

Headquarters

Y/E 2019

Y/E 2018

Harris Teeter

Charlotte, NC

258

245

Ralphs

Los Angeles, CA

188

191

Kroger Atlanta

Atlanta, GA

183

183

King Soopers/City Market

Denver, CO

152

152

Roundy’s

Milwaukee, WI

150

150

Smith’s

Salt Lake City, UT

142

142

Kroger Central

Indianapolis, IN

134

139

Fred Meyer Stores

Portland, OR

132

132

Food 4 Less

Los Angeles, CA

127

129

Fry’s Food and Drug

Phoenix, AZ

122

122

Kroger Michigan

Novi, MI

119

121

Kroger Columbus

Columbus, OH

116

118

Kroger Louisville*

Louisville, KY

116

116

Kroger Dallas

Dallas, TX

110

112

Kroger Houston

Houston, TX

109

111

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Roanoke, VA

110

111

Kroger Cincinnati

Cincinnati, OH

107

108

Kroger Delta

Memphis, TN

101

101

Kroger Nashville

Nashville, TN

91

92

Dillons Food Stores

Hutchinson, KS

80

79

Quality Food Centers (QFC)

Seattle, WA

62

62

Ruler Foods*

Seymour, IN

48

48

2,757

2,764

*Jay C stores, formerly with Ruler Foods, are now included in the Louisville division
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Major Markets
At the end of 2019 Kroger operated stores in 49
major markets. A major market is one in which
Kroger operates nine or more stores. Kroger
holds the #1 or #2 market share position in 41
of those major markets.
44 of Kroger’s 49 major markets are located
among the nation’s top 100 Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSAs) ranked by population.
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Major Markets (9 or More Stores)
Market

#
Stores

Division

#1 or #2

Major Competitors

1

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, CA

193

Food 4 Less, Ralphs

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Trader Joes Co

2

Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell, GA

127

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Walmart Supercenter

3

Houston-The Woodlands-Sugar Land, TX

101

Kroger Houston

No

H E B Grocery Co

Walmart Supercenter

4

Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX

96

Kroger Dallas

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

5

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ

95

Fry’s Food and Drug

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

6

Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA

87

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

7

Detroit-Warren-Dearborn, MI

84

Kroger Michigan

Yes

Meijer Inc

Independent

8

Denver-Aurora-Lakewood, CO

82

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

9

Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN

73

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

10

Charlotte-Concord-Gastonia, NC-SC

62

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Food Lion

11

Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, IL-IN-WI

60

No

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

12

Columbus, OH

60

Kroger Columbus

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Giant Eagle Inc

13

Indianapolis-Carmel-Anderson, IN

52

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

14

Nashville-Davidson-Murfreesboro-Franklin, TN

51

Kroger Nashville

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

15

Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI

51

Roundy’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

16

Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV

44

Harris Teeter

No

Giant Of Maryland Llc

Albertsons Safeway

17

Louisville/Jefferson County, KY-IN

43

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc
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18

Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA

41

19

Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro, OR-WA

41

20

Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC

39

21

Las Vegas-Henderson-Paradise, NV

37

22

Memphis, TN-MS-AR

23

No

Stater Bros Markets

Walmart Supercenter

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Winco Foods

No

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

Smith’s

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

35

Kroger Delta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Raleigh, NC

32

Harris Teeter

Yes

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

24

San Diego-Carlsbad, CA

31

Food 4 Less, Ralphs

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

25

Salt Lake City, UT

25

Smith’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Harmon City Inc

26

Wichita, KS

24

Dillons Food Stores

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

27

Dayton, OH

21

Kroger Cincinnati

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

28

Little Rock-North Little Rock-Conway, AR

20

Kroger Delta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

29

Richmond, VA

18

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

30

Tucson, AZ

18

Fry’s Food and Drug

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

31

Charleston-North Charleston, SC

18

Harris Teeter

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

32

Lexington-Fayette, KY

17

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

33

Albuquerque, N

16

Smith’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

34

Madison, WI

16

Roundy’s

Yes

35

Knoxville, TN

15

Kroger Nashville

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

K Va T Food Stores Inc

36

Toledo, OH

15

Kroger Columbus

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc
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37

Roanoke, VA

14

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Food Lion

38

Durham-Chapel Hill, NC

13

Harris Teeter

Yes

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

39

Colorado Springs, CO

12

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

40

Ogden-Clearfield, UT

12

Smith’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Winco Foods

41

Jackson, MS

12

Kroger Delta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

42

Fort Wayne, IN

12

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

43

St. Louis, MO-IL

11

No

Schnuck Markets Inc

Walmart Supercenter

44

Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA

10

Dillons Food Stores

No

Hy Vee Food Stores

Walmart Supercenter

45

Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA

10

Food 4 Less, Ralphs

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Trader Joes Co

46

Charleston, WV

10

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

47

Greensboro-High Point, NC

9

Harris Teeter

No

Walmart Supercenter

48

Flint, MI

9

Kroger Michigan

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

49

Peoria, IL

9

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Schnuck Markets Inc
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Secondary Markets (3-8 Stores)
Market

#

Division

Stores

#1 or #2

Major Competitors

Boulder, CO

8

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Whole Foods Market

Savannah, GA

8

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts

Wilmington, NC

8

Harris Teeter

Yes

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

Winston-Salem, NC

8

Harris Teeter

No

Walmart Supercenter

Food Lion

Anchorage, AK

7

Fred Meyer Stores

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

Ann Arbor, MI

7

Kroger Michigan

Yes

Meijer Inc

Buschs Inc

Boise City, ID

7

Fred Meyer Stores

No

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

Fort Collins, CO

7

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH

7

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Forths Food Inc

Lansing-East Lansing, MI

7

Kroger Michigan

Yes

Meijer Inc

Walmart Supercenter

Provo-Orem, UT

7

Smith’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Associated Food Stores

Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC

6

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Bi-lo Inc

Baltimore-Columbia-Towson, MD

6

Harris Teeter

No

Giant Of Maryland Llc

Walmart Supercenter

Charlottesville, VA

6

Harris Teeter, Kroger
Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

Greeley, CO

6

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

Macon, GA

6

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Topeka, KS

6

Dillons Food Stores

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent
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Wheeling, WV-OH

6

Kroger Columbus

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Riesbeck Food Markets Inc

Bloomington, IN

5

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Fresh Thyme Farmers Mkt Inc

Evansville, IN-KY

5

Ruler Foods*

No

Walmart Supercenter

Schnuck Markets Inc

Glenwood Springs, CO

5

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Clarks Market

Grand Junction, CO

5

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

Hilton Head Island-Bluffton-Beaufort,
SC

5

Harris Teeter, Kroger
Atlanta

No

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Huntsville, AL

5

Kroger Nashville

No

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Lynchburg, VA

5

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

No

Walmart Supercenter

Food Lion

Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle
Beach, SC-NC

5

Harris Teeter, Kroger
Atlanta

No

Walmart Supercenter

Food Lion

Oshkosh-Neenah, WI

5

Roundy’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Skogens

Racine, WI

5

Roundy’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, CA

5

Food 4 Less

No

Albertsons Safeway

Trader Joes Co

Shreveport-Bossier City, LA

5

Kroger Dallas

No

Walmart Supercenter

Brookshire Grocery Co

Weirton-Steubenville, WV-OH

5

Kroger Columbus

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Duritzas Enterprises

Athens-Clarke County, GA

4

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Beckley, WV

4

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

Blacksburg-Christiansburg-Radford, VA

4

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Food Lion

Carbondale-Marion, IL

4

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Schnuck Markets Inc

Clarksville, TN-KY

4

Kroger Nashville

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Walmart Neighborhood Market
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Columbia, SC

4

Kroger Atlanta

No

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Edwards, CO

4

King Soopers/City Market

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Whole Foods Market

Eugene, OR

4

Fred Meyer Stores

Yes

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

Gainesville, GA

4

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Walmart Supercenter

Hutchinson, KS

4

Dillons Food Stores

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Aldi Inc

Lafayette-West Lafayette, IN

4

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

Lake Havasu City-Kingman, AZ

4

Smith’s

No

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

Lawrence, KS

4

Dillons Food Stores

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

London, KY

4

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Houchens Industries Inc

Monroe, MI

4

Kroger Columbus, Kroger
Michigan

Yes

Meijer Inc

Walmart Supercenter

Prescott, AZ

4

Fry’s Food and Drug

No

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

Sacramento--Roseville--Arden-Arcade,
CA

4

Food 4 Less

No

Albertsons Safeway

Raleys Supermarkets

Santa Maria-Santa Barbara, CA

4

Food 4 Less, Ralphs

No

Albertsons Safeway

Trader Joes Co

South Bend-Mishawaka, IN-MI

4

Kroger Central

No

Martins Super Markets

Meijer Inc

Springfield, OH

4

Kroger Cincinnati

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

Terre Haute, IN

4

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

Warner Robins, GA

4

Kroger Atlanta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Publix Super Mkts Inc

Appleton, WI

3

Roundy’s

No

Walmart Supercenter

Skogens

Athens, OH

3

Kroger Columbus

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent
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Bakersfield, CA

3

Food 4 Less

No

Albertsons Safeway/South
Ca Div

Walmart Supercenter

Beaumont-Port Arthur, TX

3

Kroger Houston

No

Walmart Supercenter

H E B Grocery Co

Bedford, IN

3

Kroger Louisville*, Ruler
Foods*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Aldi Inc

Bloomington, IL

3

Kroger Central

No

Walmart Supercenter

Albertsons Safeway

Bowling Green, KY

3

Kroger Nashville

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

Columbus, IN

3

Kroger Central, Kroger
Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

Decatur, IL

3

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Aldi Inc/Dwight Div

Elizabethtown-Fort Knox, KY

3

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Deca Central Region

Elkhart-Goshen, IN

3

Kroger Central

No

Martins Super Markets

Walmart Supercenter

Frankfort, KY

3

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

T G Enterprises

Fresno, CA

3

Food 4 Less

No

Walmart Supercenter

Save Mart Supermarkets

Green Bay, WI

3

Roundy’s

No

Skogens

Walmart Supercenter

Hot Springs, AR

3

Kroger Delta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Walmart Neighborhood Market

Jackson, TN

3

Kroger Delta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Food Giant Supermarkets Inc

Kingsport-Bristol-Bristol, TN-VA

3

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

No

K Va T Food Stores Inc

Walmart Supercenter

Mansfield, OH

3

Kroger Columbus

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

Morgantown, WV

3

Kroger Mid-Atlantic

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Giant Eagle Inc

Muncie, IN

3

Kroger Central, Ruler
Foods*

No

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

Olympia-Tumwater, WA

3

Fred Meyer Stores, Quality
Food Centers (QFC)

No

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter
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Ottawa-Peru, IL

3

Kroger Central

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Hy Vee Food Stores

Owensboro, KY

3

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Meijer Inc

Paducah, KY-IL

3

Kroger Delta

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Banks Grocery Co

Pinehurst-Southern Pines, NC

3

Harris Teeter

Yes

Food Lion

Walmart Supercenter

Reno, NV

3

Smith’s

No

Raleys Supermarkets

Walmart Supercenter

Saginaw, MI

3

Kroger Michigan

Yes

Meijer Inc

Walmart Supercenter

Salem, OR

3

Fred Meyer Stores

No

Albertsons Safeway

Winco Foods

Salina, KS

3

Dillons Food Stores

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent

Santa Fe, N

3

Smith’s

No

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

Sevierville, TN

3

Kroger Nashville

Yes

K Va T Food Stores Inc

Walmart Supercenter

Seymour, IN

3

Kroger Louisville*

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Aldi Inc

Spokane-Spokane Valley, WA

3

Fred Meyer Stores

No

Albertsons Safeway

Walmart Supercenter

Wausau, WI

3

Roundy’s

Yes

Walmart Supercenter

Independent
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